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NURSE PRACTITIONERS 
make progress

Stay up to date on our bargaining progress at: minurses.org/umpnc

This week, several NURSE 
PRACTITIONERS joined our UMPNC/
MNA bargaining team to negotiate over 
the issues affecting their practice. (See 
our Bargaining Update from May 3). 

After detailed discussions, management 
agreed to some improvements in regard 
to compensation for excess hours 
and for work on holidays, as well as 
developing an evaluation process that 
recognizes and respects the unique 
training of Nurse Practitioners. 

Despite this progress, there remains 
substantial work to be done. Our 
team is seeking contract language 
that will ensure workload concerns are 
adequately addressed and that NPs will 
receive guaranteed salary increases 
throughout the term of the contract. 

Management is not yet willing to make 
these guarantees. Negotiations over 
these issues will continue.

minurses.org
umpnc.org

Take ACTION for a Strong Contract
Our strength at the bargaining table comes directly from member activism. 
Continue to Wear RED on Wednesdays to show NURSE unity.

You can also show your solidarity by taking a selfie or group photo with 
the sign printed on the back of this bargaining update. Post your picture on 
Facebook and other social media site with the hash tag #UMPNCstrong

Want to see all of the latest photos from UMPNC/MNA members? Follow the 
UMPNC Facebook page“UMPNC/MNA-negotiations 2018” at: 
www.facebook.com/umpncstrong

Comms Team Leader Meeting 
Tuesday, May 22 

at 7AM-1PM and 5PM-7PM
UH Cafeteria near dining room C

Wayne County Michigan Visiting 
Nurses Comms Team meeting 

Wednesday, May 23 
MVN meeting at 6PM

9380 N Lilley Rd, 
Plymouth, MI 48170

Bargaining and Brews
Tuesday, May 29 at 5:30PM

Block Brewery 
1840 South Old US Highway 23, 

Brighton, MI 48114 

Our Fight for a Fair NURSE 
Contract Continues

Our elected NURSE bargaining team secured a tentative agreement that 
will increase wages and improve the overall wage structure for per diem 
employees, ensuing that their pay rates rise annually in correlation with across-
the-board increases for all nurses over the term of the contract. 

As with all tentative agreements, nothing is final until a majority of NURSES vote 
to ratify a comprehensive contract.

Away from the bargaining table, nurses on their units showed support by wearing 
red t-shirts that proclaim: “Fighting for a Fair Contract for the Good of Nurses 
and Patients.” 

We received reports that managers on various units told nurses not to wear 
these shirts, citing different reasons. Some objected to the message as “political.” 

We do not encourage any nurse to defy a direct order from a manager. 

Nonetheless, we believe the message on these t-shirts is a basic expression of 
mutual aid and protection among nurses who have chosen to act collectively 
for the good of their profession, their patients, and their community. There is 
nothing objectionable about such a message. 

In a truly democratic society, an employee should not be prohibited from 
expressing such a fundamental opinion. In the meantime, 

UMPNC/MNA will pursue legal recourse as necessary to secure these rights. 



United we 
BARGAIN.
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